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PRESIDENT'S NEWS Rosemary O’Hara
through Kate, our club Secretary. Clay
Recycling workshop is scheduled for Sunday
9th Feb 1 to 4 pm. Come and learn how
reclaiming your clay is an easy regular 10
minute exercise. I will run a series of these if
you are not able to make this one.

Happy New Year and welcome to what I hope
will be a productive and stimulating year at
WPA. I hope you’ve been enjoying the long
days, and hey, some of them have been warm.
I had an exciting holiday and a blast of
completely different cultures, history, scenery,
wildlife (and bugs!). I’ve come back well
rested, well perhaps more of a ‘change being as
good as a rest’; ready to go again anyway. I’m
having my long awaited kitset shed/studio
built this very weekend as I write this; so
things are happening rather rapidly for me so
far this year.

Looking ahead, March is starting to look quite
busy; Anthea’s series of glazing workshops
will start, Shige Ohashi will have 2 workshops,
one hosted by the Japanese Embassy on 28th
March and Shige and Alan Ross are co-hosting
a talk about the Anagama firings on 26th.
We need to keep on track with the
reorganisation of the glaze room. This is a
reminder to any of you storing large amounts
of anything in the glazing or kiln room, that
buckets etc need to be moved out and stored
somewhere else. Perhaps members who have
spare storage capacity at home in their
basement or garage could help out for
members who have storage challenges. Get in
touch with Matthew Van Atta and Mike Atkins
about acquiring one of the storage shelves.

It’s great to come back and see quite a few new
faces and the rooms full of people working cooperatively. The WPA conduct document from
the December newsletter has been posted on
the noticeboard upstairs by the phone.
We’ve got a lot on this month: Saturday
morning and Thursday night classes are up
and running (Sorry about the typo about the
dates in last newsletter). Wellington High
night classes are starting on 17th and 18th of
Feb. Chris Pease’s sculpture workshop is
weekend of 22nd 23rd Feb. You book for that

Happy potting,
Rosemary

2014 Programme
Handbuilding:

The 2014 programme sub committee (Lyuba,
Rosemary and Chris) are keen to revive
monthly Wednesday evening ‘come and learn
and share sessions’. This programme requires
experienced WPA potters to come and
demonstrate something they do well, and WPA
members to get along and participate.

•

Using the slab roller, extruder

Decoration:
•
•
•
•

We would like to hear your ideas on pottery
techniques you’d like to learn and your
interest in coming along on a regular basis.
Please let the programme committee know
what you would like to have a focus evening or
demonstration on?

Using slips
Tierra sigillata,
Scraffito
Glazing techniques.

Email the programme committee through:
roseo@klezmer.co.nz by 20 February 2014.
The first of these sessions will be on
Wednesday 19 Februry at 6-9pm.

Domestic ware:
• Lids and galleries,
• Handles
• Plates
• Bottles
• Bowls
• Distorting thrown forms
• Anything else?

We also want to provide one weekend
workshop per month, by a local, national or,
when the opportunity arises, international
expert. We will advertise these sessions as
they arise. We are still waiting for
confirmation of the dates for international
teacher, Kate Jacobson, a Hawaiian raku
specialist who makes very lovely graphic and
painterly decoration on her works. Check out
her web www.jaodsonartstudio.com. Keep an
eye on this space.
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The following sessions are planned with our
local experts. Send your bookings to Kate on
wellingtonpotters@gmx.com.
•

•

•

•

•

•

February 9th Clay recycling 1 to 4 pm:
We’ll do all parts of the clay recycling
process from dry to wedged, learn a wire
wedging method that is also an easy and
quick way to mix different clays or
different moisture contents together,
make some plaster bats for recycling for
the rooms and one each to take home.
Contact Rosemary <roseo@klezmer.co.nz>
February 22-23 Chris Pease sculptural
workshop: this will be run along the same
lines as Chris’ very successful human
figure workshop in November 2013. Some
of you have your names on the wait list
and will need to confirm your attendance
for these new dates. New expressions of
interest will also go on the wait list on a
first come first served basis. We’ll be
firming up the places for this workshop
around the end of January.
Anthea Grob’s Glaze workshops: Anthea
is going to run a series of glaze related
workshops that will go from beginners to
!intermediate levels, Sunday mornings
9.45 to 12.15 pm. You can attend some or
all of them. The last two focusing on glaze
understanding will require that you attend
both sessions.
March 23rd Anthea’s introduction to
making glazes: this session is for people
who have used club glazes but never made
up a glaze and so will learn how to make
up small amounts of glaze. Hands-on
learning of the basics. You will be guided
to make up glazes and learn about safe
practices and gain some good tips that will
save a few mistakes down the track.
26th March: Shige, Alan, members for the
Anagama team are giving another
introduction and advice session on making
and preparing pots to get the best results

•

•

•

from the Anagama firing and some idea on
how the firing works and what you can
expect from it.
March
28
Shige’s
demonstration
workshops sponsored by the Japanese
Embassy. Shige will hold a two hour
session at WPA including a brief slide
show of Japanese ceramic history,
demonstration and hands on for 10 lucky
people. There will be a repeated session,
hopefully in the evening. The times are
still being finalised. You will need to apply
to the Japanese Embassy for a place in the
course. The ten (x2) who get to participate
will be drawn from a ballot and notified by
the Embassy. This workshop is free,
though there may be a $5 charge to cover
clay for hands on work. It will also be open
for members of the public and WPA to
come and watch. We will have more
information about this and application
forms in the March newsletter.
March 30 Anthea’s decorating with
resists: this session is for people who have
know the basics of glazing, but would like
the chance to see more ways to get
interesting effects. Demonstrations of
ways of using masking techniques: paper,
wax resists, latex resists along with less
common resists. Tips and Recipes for
various resist mixtures will be given. You
will need to bring a few bisque items to use
to experiment with the techniques.
April
6th
and
13th!
Anthea’s
Demystifying glazes: suitable for people
who have probably made up glazes, but
aren't happy with their results and don't
know how to fix them. Participants will
make simple tests for cone 6 (also
Earthenware) but more importantly, learn
useful stuff like how to make glazes easier
to apply, fix crazing, and get to know what
the materials are doing. Participants will
take away a useful set of notes.
Anagama firing will be in June this year.

Pottery classes at the rooms
Monday 7-9pm: hand-building and throwing with Matthew van Atta starting 17 February 2014.
Tuesday 7-9pm: throwing with Mauritz Basson - http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz/courses/915pottery-throwing-all-levelstuesday. Basic to intermediate 8 week course $235. Enrol for Mon and
Tues courses online through the Community Education Centre. New courses starting 18 February
2014 are with the new time 7.30 to 9.30 pm to allow for a 5.30 to 7.30 class if there is enough
demand.
Thursdays 5.30-7.30 and 7.30-9.30pm: Rosemary O’Hara -Throwing for beginners and beyond, 6
week courses run continuously. $120 per course, plus clay and firing costs. Phone Rosemary 233
0003 or email roseo@klezmer.co.nz.
Saturdays 9.45-11.45am: Anthea Grob - Introductory and intermediate class in hand building and
wheel throwing. 6-week courses run continuously. $120 per course, plus clay and firing costs.
Contact Anthea to enrol (grobanthea@gmail.com) or phone 9726672.
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Diary 2014
February 9th 1 to 4 pm:

Rosemary O’Hara’s Clay recycling workshop

22 – 23 February

Chris Pease Sculpture Workshop

23 March 9.45am – 12.15

Anthea Grob Introduction to making glazes

26 March (7pm)

Alan Ross Introduction to Anagama Encore

28 March

Shige’s demonstration workshops

30 March

Anthea Grob Decorating with resists

6 and 13 April

Anthea Grob Demystifying glazes

Sunday 25 May (2-4pm)

Anagama Loading and Firing Briefing at Kiln site

Potter-in-Residence 2014: Shane Gallagher
Chris Pease’s review of Shane Gallagher’s paper clay workshop last year noted “working with paper
clay, encapsulated the profundity, sensitivity, emotional and spiritual nature of Shane Gallagher
himself.” So, I chose the Parson’s bookshop café as a fitting place to meet Shane - the sensitive
atmosphere there created and sustained by people who love new ideas since 1958. He’d not been
there before and opted for a chai soy latte, preoccupied by the cost of parking, his day job, txts to
send and meeting to talk about his role as Potter in Residence at the Wellington Potters’ Association.
Shane is interested in re-contextualising pottery – surrounded by novice potters such as myself
striving to make a plate, bowl, mug or a jug – a usable utensil; Shane is interested in rituals,
happenings, fluxus – repeating, smashing, experiencing, experimenting. Yet, our pottery is
strangely coupled in his video footage of ritualized smashing of a year’s work. In this piece Shane
builds a pile of ceramic shards by dropping pots on to bricks in a way that makes you flinch and
laugh simultaneously. Fittingly, sharing characteristics of wit and “childlikeness” with other Fluxus
artists.
He has added to the smashing of his delicate ceramics
with pieces from the death row shelves in the club
kiln room – you’ll know which pieces these are when
you watch the footage – “delicacy” is highly prized in
the craft. The clip is found at
http://www.shanegallagher.co.nz/ and will form part
of the Academy of Fine Arts Young and Gifted
exhibition.
This year, Shane’s connection with clay will continue
as he explores both conceptual and craft-oriented
Shards

innovations with the medium. He says “I’ll focus on
the quantity and let god take care of the quality” –
he’ll watch as his moon bowls evolve enjoying the
creative process, trusting in the process, making, remaking and seeing what develops.
Shane draws inspiration from Len Castle’s work, from
the blue in his crater inspired bowls – like the blue
pacific that we are surrounded by. He also recalls
being inspired at a workshop with Tokashi Yasuda
whose form and mal-form ceramics are expressive
and exhibit a natural ease with the creative process.
Shane will hold two workshops during the year – the
content of these is yet to evolve and I am sure that
whatever happens will be joyful and inspiring.

Gallagher moon bowl

After 45 mins of meeting and in classic artistic form Shane looked at his wristwatch and said, “You
get big parking fines around here don’t you? I’ve only got 20mins on the meter…”
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Chris Pease Sculpture workshop – A Belated Write-Up!
Apologies to Chris Pease for this late comment on the wonderful, lively,
engaging, intensive and thought-provoking workshop that he ran for WPA
back in November last year. Chris challenged our set ways of thinking, and
got us all freeing our minds and our fingers to create things that we didn’t
know we could. Check out the image of Vivienne Rodriguez with her firstever figurative sculpture for a hint of just some of the amazing work that
was created! Chris also took us through the steps of building up a face, with
a very clear outline of how to create the features and the muscle
groups. Learned a lot – laughed a lot – ate a lot (ooh, the shared lunches!) –
a great weekend, roll on the next one!
Elaine Marland
Vivienne’s very first sculpture…

Anagama Milstone
First fired on 18 March 2006 the anagama
kiln will be reawakened in June this year
for its tenth firing. Designed by Shige
Ohashi, the construction of this Japanese
styled wood fired kiln was initiated by
Richard Stratton and Andy Hope. Their
vision was made possible by the generosity
of Graeme and June Houston who made
land available for its construction on their
Te Haunui property in Horokiwi. Graeme
also ensured that the kiln was nourished
with a steady supply of heavily discounted
firewood.

Anagama firewood basking in the sunshine

The building of the kiln and its shelter was the product of the
work of an energetic group of enthusiasts comprising WPA
members and a number of non-members (most of whom
were non-potters) who got caught up in the spirit of the
enterprise. A recently augmented core group of
pyromaniacs has maintained the kiln and its shelter, and
prepared firewood since the inception of the project.
For past firings the duties of Firing Master have been
performed by Richard Stratton, Andy Hope, Mal Sole and
principally Shige Ohashi. This year’s firing marks a change.
Following last year’s firing Shige decided that he wanted to
surrender his mantle of firing master and share his
knowledge and experience with a group that would
collectively perform this function. Thus he has reluctantly
assumed the title of “Firing Mentor” in preference to more
grandiose titles that were suggested. He is mentoring a
Victorious stackers…the Saturday shift:
“Firing Masters’ Team” comprising Andy Rattenbury, Peter
Peter Rumble and Julie Watson
Rumble and Mal Sole.
Prior to the next firing there will be two events tailored for anagama novices and devotees:
1.
Introduction to Anagama Encore (7 pm Wednesday 26 March at the rooms.)
In June last year a PowerPoint presentation about the anagama experience, accompanied by a
display of anagama pots, was presented. This attracted a large audience. Given the positive
response it has been decided to repeat the presentation. It will appeal to new members and other
members who thus far have avoided the temptation to become involved in the anagama experience.
2.
Anagama Loading and Firing Briefing (2pm – 4pm Sunday 25 May at the kiln site, Te
Haunui, 476 Horokiwi Road, Horokiwi
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wood ash, generated during a firing, which
is necessary to create a naturally occurring
glaze – one of the features of anagama
firings. If you use this clay your pieces
should be pre-glazed using the anagama
glazes that will be available at the rooms.
(See information under “Glaze” below.)

This briefing is intended for firing shift
leaders, shift team members and for those
who will be assisting in loading of the kiln.
Importantly, it will provide a good
opportunity for questions and answers
recognising that the skill, experience and
knowledge levels of participants will vary
greatly. Volunteers to perform these
functions will be sought nearer the date of the
firing.

•
These clays are generally available from
Wellington Potters Supplies.

The briefing will include, among other things:
• Loading philosophy and techniques.
• Management of the firing – in particular
the firing plan.
• How to read the kiln.
• Techniques for effective stoking.
• How to deal with common firing problems.
• Protocols, being guests on private property,
to be observed including health and safety
matters.

Cost
The firing charge is $9.00 per kg of the
bisqued weight of pots prior to the firing. Pay
by cash or cheque when submitting your work
for the firing on 1 June. Given the growing
popularity of the anagama firings it may not
be possible to include all pots received in the
firing. Shige was a miracle worker in this
regard but the Firing Masters’ team doesn’t
believe it is similarly blessed – at least not at
this stage!

Receiving, Loading and Firing Timetable
for 10th Anagama Firing
As those familiar with anagama firings will
deduce from reading the timetable, more time
has been allowed for loading than in the past.
This takes account of the fact that the loading
will be undertaken by the Firing Masters’
Team rather than Shige himself, albeit under
his watchful eye.

Type of pieces:
Vases, bottles and lidded containers are the
most suitable. Avoid making large
voluminous pieces as they occupy a lot of
space and if space is at a premium we may not
be able to accommodate them.

STEPS
Receive pots at rooms
(Upstairs): 10am 3pm
Transport pots to kiln
Load kiln
Fire kiln

Cool kiln
Unload kiln & BBQ:
11:30 am

Bisqued pieces only will be accepted for the
firing
Glaze
Wood ash creates a natural glaze during the
firing.

Dates (2014)
Sunday 1 June
(Queen’s Birthday
weekend)
Monday 2 June
Tuesday 3 June –
Tuesday 17 June
Wednesday 18
June – Sunday 22
June
Monday 23 –
Saturday 28 June
Sunday 29 June.

If you want to pre-glaze your pieces, there will
be some specific anagama glazes (shino, ash
and milky white) available at the rooms prior
to the receiving day (1 June) for pots.
Photos
If you want to view photos from the previous
firing go to:
https://picasaweb.google.com/101496314371
224632175/NinthAnagamaFiring2013Selecti
on02?authuser=0&authkey=Gv1sRgCLaB_Cim4rEZw&feat=directlink

Clay
The temperature in the anagama kiln can
exceed 1300 ⁰C. Thus you shouldn’t use clay
that is not formulated for such a temperature.
If you do, your piece may self-destruct and
also damage other people’s work. Do not use
earthenware clay or the club’s re-cycled clay.

The tenth firing of the anagama kiln is a major
milestone for this enthralling facet of the
club’s activities. Invitations for volunteers to
participate in loading and firing the kiln will
be issued nearer the event. However, if you
want to register your interest now in being
involved let me know. I can be contacted at:
alross@clear.net.nz

Clays you can use with confidence:
• Stoneware (Abbots and Primo –
particularly SB 15)

Alan Ross
Anagama Coordinator

• Porcelain white body - any of the nontranslucent porcelains are suitable. Note:
This type of clay does not retain the pine
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Rosemary’s Trip to Berlize – the pots along the way
David and I got back a couple of weeks ago
from our holiday in the Central American
country of Belize. We were pretty jet lagged
and then came down with (home grown)
infections in our insect bites, but hey, we’ve
almost finished sorting and deleting some of
the 2500 photos, and thank goodness for
antibiotics. I’m almost up to the last of the last
of them as I write this. I hope.
We did a lot of bird watching, walking,
clambering on and gazing incredulously at
Mayan ruins and the restored buildings and
plazas, finding 1500 year old pottery shards
lying on the jungle track, photographing –
Everything, and Not Enough snorkelling on
the beautiful barrier reef marine reserve.
Formally British Honduras, and still part of
the British Commonwealth, Belize (pop. only
350,000) has survived a lot of European
brutality since the C16 century. There were
Catholic conversions and all that this entailed,
a long period of control by mainly English
pirates and slave-owners, being wrestled over
by the Spanish and English with fierce Mayan
resistance for a couple of centuries, and
ruthless deforestation for Mahogany and
Rosewood and hunting of wildlife. In the
present day there is a surprisingly tolerant
ethnic mix of at least five distinctly different
cultures, who intermarry but somehow
maintain cultural identities. There is also a
strong recognition by the government and
international environment groups that the
barrier reef, remaining forests and wildlife
and Mayan ruins are its best currency and
must be protected. Lets hope they can. It’s an
incredibly varied and interesting place to go.
We didn’t get to see it all in a month.

German and the clay store

However the Magana family were there,
running a successful studio in San Jose
Succotz, near San Ignacio, and we only had to
ask a few locals to find them. There are areas
in the higher elevations where there is clay
and the Magana’s clay source is one that was
being mined a 1000 years ago. This village is
in the Northern part of Belize and is mainly
Mestizo, that is, Spanish-Mayan ethnicity. We
had a lovely morning being shown around the
clay processing, the small electric kiln, of
which they were very proud, and their little
shop. There are 2 brothers, their wives and
many children who are all involved in and
supported by the business. I doubt that
earning a living as a potter is any easier in
Belize than it is elsewhere in the world. The
Magana family are not trying to compete with
the very professionally finished, mass
produced pieces that are imported from El
Salvador. They are mainly making pieces for
the tourist German and the clay store trade,
lovely slip cast naive animals and masks,
small thrown pieces, jars decorated with
wildlife additions, press molded plates
and lots of brightly coloured small ‘tourist pick-up-able’ pieces. They are decorated either
with stains and clear glaze or acrylic paints,
in modern bright decoration as well as copies
of ancient Mayan decoration.

When I looked online for potteries to visit
before David and I left for Belize. I found only
one pottery business listed, that of the
Magana family. The website hadn’t been
updated for five years and I wondered if they
would still be there. Given that the Mayan’s
had such a strong ceramic history 1000 years
ago I was surprised at the apparent lack of a
modern ceramic industry. When I arrived I
realised that most of the country is limestone.
That’s a great stone for cutting into blocks for
building pyramids and roads, but it crumbles
easily and it’s the last thing you need a crumb
of in your clay. Belize is very wet, much of it is
swamp in the wet season. Most of the clay
appears to have come from other parts of the
Mayan Empire; Guatamala and Mexico being
the most obvious close neighbours. It’s
another testament though, to what a great
trading civilisation the Mayas were.

German Magana and his wife (or maybe she is
his sister -in -law) were delighted to show us
around, in spite of us just turning up
unannounced. There is an instant connection
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with potters from different cultures; you know
already the skills and satisfaction of creating
in clay you have in common and the addiction
to your craft is universal.
German took me through the steps of their
down to earth (excuse the pun) clay
processing method. They sieve the clay slurry
with a metal mosquito screen to get out the
limestone chunks as it is being poured into a
concrete block cistern, where it settles and
dries to a workable state. They take the top
layer of the settled clay off for using as a
joining and burnishing slip. They cut the
firmed up clay out from the cistern as they
need it, wedge it and bag it in plastic. Simple.

Early to middle post classic ceramic at Lamanai

to any of those in our plans so it was great to
get to visit this one. Many of these caves were
used as water sources especially when the
Mayan civilisation was suffering the severe
draughts that contributed to the collapse
around the 12th century. In the Black Rock
cave there were the remains of a dozen or so
large water jars that would have collected
water under a slow drip. I wouldn’t have like
to be the person who had to carry that water
up to the surface and back down the hill, but
perhaps they had another long buried, more
accessible entrance.

They invited me to have a go on the wheel. Of
course I wanted to, but realising it was very
slow, foot driven wheel with no pedal that only
went in the wrong direction, I thought it might
be challenge. I was grateful that years of
helping right handed students and using a
kick wheel in class has kept my hand in.
Keeping my tongue in the right place I
managed a bowl that stayed on centre.Whew!
The clay was soft, fine terracotta. Ideal for
slow throwing.

Lamanai is one of Belize’s most restored
Mayan city sites. It has a well displayed and
educative museum, with great examples of
ceramics from temple (royal) burial sites. The
museum photos I have are from there. There
is also a good ceramics museum that I enjoyed
at Tikal in Guatamala but you are not allowed
to photograph inside. Seeing as I haven’t
learned Spanish all I could do was look and
wonder.
Near Lamanai, At Hillbank we had the
remains of a Mayan settlement under our feet
on the tracks nearly, but the only evidence of
it in the dense jungle was some sea shells and
hundreds of pottery shards mixed in the
limestone chips and humus on the surface of
the track. They were exposed and clean in the
stream nearby. The shells must have been
traded into this inland region sited on a
freshwater lagoon. Our guide picked around
and found a handful of larger shards within a
few minutes. Suddenly I realised that the
undulating terrain, that you always think is
the lay of the land in NZ, were piles of
limestone bricks, and that we were standing
on the remains of an ancient temple or
something that had held a large number of
pots. Perhaps it was a midden. I had a good
look at the clay mix. It looked very similar to
the mix that the potters in Lombok use: dark
below the surface from the firing, high grog
content and a fine coloured coat of slip to seal
it, burnish and decorate on. I believe there are
hundreds of such sites throughout Belize and

Rosemary on the wheel

I had a few other memorable experiences with
ceramics. At Black Rock Lodge Eco lodge
there is a cave system that tourists can access
with a guide. After an exhausting climb in the
heat, up a steep muddy hillside we entered
through a small precarious tunnel entrance
and down into several now dry chambers full
of huge stalagmite formations. (No steps, no
overhead lights, lots of slippery bat guano! )
As much of Belize land and the sea out to the
reef system 50km off shore is limestone, there
are huge cave systems everywhere. Most of
them have underground rivers or reservoirs.
Some of these are pretty spectacular and have
been developed with guided trips and all
manner of activities. We didn’t include a visit
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the Gauatemalan highlands. One guide said to
us that if you see a hill in jungle, where
everywhere else is flat most likely it is a
Mayan construction.
Another lodge we stayed at is actually built on
one of the plazas of a Mayan city, with the
blessing of international aid agencies who
fund the excavations and the Belize
government. The lodge is surrounded by high
sloping enclosures and beyond that small
steep jungle clad hills that are actually
unexcavated temples, palaces and walls. This
is a good way for the cash strapped
government to keep poachers away from
raiding the tombs that are yet to be excavated
and ensure that the area is looked after. The
lodge displayed a couple of ancient pots in the
dining room that came from the site that I was
able to have a good look at. They reminded me
of the ancient Greek pottery that is on display
in the Classics Dept at Victoria University.
There is burnishing, painting in slips of
different coloured clay, scraffito, incising. The
water jars are the same lovely classic round
shape seen on Asia and Africa: same forms,
same techniques probably, totally different

Chan chich bowl interior

patterns. Fascinating. A good reminder to us
potters its all been done before, or even that
someone on the other side of the world may
also be dreaming up the same creation, right
as you are.

Chan chich bowl profile

Second-hand Wheel Wanted
Jaleh Benson would like to buy a secondhand wheel that rotates in both directions - probably a
Cowley – if anyone in the WPA community knows of one sitting idle, please contact:
jalehbenson@me.com.

Facebook
Check out our Facebook page for upcoming events, photos, exhibition news and more. Contributions
for our Facebook page are welcome. You don’t have to be a member of Facebook. Just go here:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Wellington-Potters-Association/213144062066063
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WPA Library Reviews
JOURNALS
The latest of these journals are reference only
in the Library, and can be borrowed when the
next issue arrives.

•
•
•
•

Artzone, no52, Nov 2013 – Feb 2014
• The Second Kete Contemporary Art and
Design Fair, Wellington, Feb 2014, on
object and design – Douglas Lloyd Jenkins
talks about his passion for craft and
artifacts

Building a Calla Lily Wine Stem
Silkscreens for Clay Printing
Side-Blown Flutes
Creating Resist Patterning on Raku Pots
with Masking Tape

Ceramics Monthly: Ceramic Arts Yearbook
2014
• Ceramic Artist of the Year: Forrest LeschMiddelton
Reviews of conferences and symposiums from
around the world, including:
• Clay Push Gulgong
• SOFA Chicago
• British Ceramics Biennial

The Log Book, no56, 2013
• Sten Lykke Madsen’s funky wood-fired
animal sculptures
• Firing in Your Sleep
Pottery Making Illustrated, vol.16 no.6,
Nov/Dec 2013
• Building a Glaze Pantry

Elaine Marland, Librarian
25 January 2014

Open studio with Aimée McLeod
Time for Amiée’s twice annual open weekend, please tell your friends!
Sat 22- Sun 23 February, 11 am- 5 pm
Coffee and tea all day long, or come for a glass of wine on Saturday from 4 pm
35 Huntleigh Park Way, Ngaio
Ph: 970 7093
Aimée McLeod

As a club we try to keep our fees down while still covering costs.
If for financial reasons you feel excluded, please contact the President.
Clubrooms 130 Grant Road, Thorndon (opposite George Street), Wellington 6011
or PO Box 6686, Te Aro, Wellington 6141 | Phone (04) 473 3680 | Email
wellingtonpotters@gmx.com
Articles for March newsletter need to be emailed to Julie by 20 February 2014
(jmwatson61@gmail.com)
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WPA Committee
President

Rosemary O’Hara

233 0003
021 201 6764
04 905 2586
029 2636096

roseo@klezmer.co.nz

Past President
Vice President/
Clay
Secretary

Gwyn Williams
Chris Pease

kate.ford48@gmail.com

Sonia Waters

473 5356
021 121 6531
477 1334
021 024 00550
021 0830 4507
478 4020
027 223 1889
803 8124

Treasurer
Safe/banking
Glazes
Newsletter editor

Lubya Zhilkina

Oversight of rooms
Library assistant/
rooms manager
assistant
Maintenance

Frances Kuo

973 2852

fshkuo@gmail.com

Mauritz Basson

381 6751

Form Manager

Louise Caig

478 7446

mauritz.basson@wellingtonzoo.c
om
louise.caig@gmail.com

Alan Ross

566 8922

alross@clear.net.nz

Shane Gallagher
Mike Atkins

027 632 2285
970 1205

shanedg@gmail.com
kayne_nz@yahoo.co.nz

Nicola Dench
Vera Burton

938 3356
938 8207

theclaypenguin@hotmail.com
davee@paradise.net.nz

Elaine Marland

384 4718

marland@xtra.co.nz

Co-opted members
Anagama
co-ordinator
Kilns
Raku firings
NZP delegate
Membership/
database manager
Library

Kate Ford

Matthew Van Atta
Julie Watson

More pots from El Salvador…
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gwynwilliams @gmx.com
cpease@apath.co.nz

zhilkina_lyubov@mail.ru
mnvanatta@alaska.edu
Jmwatson61@gmail.com
sonia.waters@wcc.govt.nz

